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Q4 2022
Secret
Shockwave Omega 
Upgrade
A network upgrade bringing 
Wasm3, reduced gas costs, 
and new Cosmos SDK/
Tendermint versions.

Axelar
Bridge Migration UI
An interface for migrating 
funds from old Secret 
bridges to Axelar.

ALTER
UI/UX Overhaul
An improved user interface 
for the ALTER platform.

ALTER
iOS Beta
The ALTER platform, 
available as a native mobile 
application on iOS.

Bidshop
Testnet launch
A gamified NFT auction 
marketplace that uses 
Secret to encrypt bids 
cross-chain.

Blizzard
Mainnet Launch
A balancer-like AMM that 
provides many features, 
competitive rates, and a 
zero-inflation stakeholder 
growth model.

Eqoty
Testnet Launch
A decentralized music 
marketplace powered by 
Secret NFTs.

Leap
Mobile Support
Leap Wallet will support 
Secret on their mobile app.

Shade
ShadeBridge
An interface for bridging 
tokens in and out of Secret 
Network.

StakeEasy
Model Revamp
A revamped model of the 
StakeEasy staking derivative 
product.

Stashh
Multichain Profiles
User profiles on the Stashh 
Secret NFT marketplace will 
support NFTs from other 
blockchains.

Q1 2023
Secret
Network Upgrade
A major network upgrade, 
bringing new features to 
Secret.

Secret 2.0
On-Chain Proposal
A plan for new crypto-
graphic solutions, com-
panion networks, enclave 
hardening, and more.

Abakhus 
Protocol
Mainnet Launch
A protocol to secure health 
and life science data.

ActiList
Testnet Launch
Interactive NFT marketplace 
with secret auctions and 
customizable access 
control.

ALTER
Android Beta
The ALTER platform, 
available as a native mobile 
application on Android.

ALTER
NFT Gated Chats
NFT access controlled chats 
on the ALTER platform.

ALTER
Private File Manger
A feature allowing private 
file management within the 
ALTER platform.

BIDSHOP
Mainnet Launch
A gamified NFT auction 
marketplace that uses 
Secret to encrypt bids 
cross-chain.

Bushi
Mainnet Launch
A 3rd person competitive 
shooter video game with 
Secret NFT integration.

Button Swap
Limit Orders
Limit orders allow users to 
buy and sell assets for a set 
price, rather than taking the 
current market price.

CryptoClerk
Permit Viewer
Utilites for creating and 
viewing Secret permits, part 
of the CryptoClerk suite of 
tools.

Eqoty
Mainnet Launch
A decentralized music 
marketplace powered by 
Secret NFTs.

Dibs Domains
Testnet Launch
A decentralized privacy-
preserving domain name 
system.

Fina
IDO
FINA, the native token of 
the Fina Wallet dApp, will 
go live.

Kado
Integration
A fiat on-ramp that can be 
integrated with Secret 
dApps.

Lorem Ipsum
Public Access
A metaverse game that 
integrates Secret NFTs.

onenet.
Mainnet Launch
A gaming platform for 
Secret Network and 
beyond.

PriFi Labs
The Locker
Save wallet mnemonic 
phrase and private keys on 
the blockchain.

PriFi Labs
The Shield
Customizable smart 
contract protection for 
securing crypto assets.

SCRT Labs
Bug Bounty Program
A program that will reward 
people for finding bugs in 
SCRT Labs' code.

SCRT Labs
Private Voting
A framework enabling 
dApps built on other 
blockchains to use Secret 
for private voting.

SCRT Labs
Walletless Experience
A framework that would 
allow users to interact with 
dApps without having to 
install a wallet or use 
tokens. 

SCRT Labs
IBC Randomness API
A framework enabling app-
lications on IBC-connected 
chains to get random 
numbers from Secret.

Secret Bazaar
Testnet Launch
A data marketplace where 
people can upload and sell 
various pieces of content. 
Powered by Data Vault.

SecretSwap 2.0
Mainnet Launch
A liquidity hub DEX with 
sustainable and efficient 
liquidity.

Serenity Shield
Testnet Launch
A tool for backing up your 
seed phrase and other 
sensitive data, allowing 
recovery in an emergency 
event.

Serenity Shield
ICO
SERSH, the native token of 
the Serenity Shield dApp, 
will go live.

Sienna
SiennaLaunch
A launchpad for new 
projects launching on IBC-
enabled chains.

Sienna
Decentralized UI
A new decentralized user 
interface that will be 
globally accessible.

Shade
Silk
A privacy-preserving 
stablecoin pegged to a 
basket of global currencies, 
part of the Shade Protocol 
suite of dApps.

Shade
ShadeLend
A privacy-preserving 
lending platform, part of the 
Shade Protocol suite of 
dApps.

Shade
ShadeSwap
A privacy-preserving, IBC-
enabled stableswap and 
DEX, part of the Shade 
Protocol suite of dApps.

Stashh
Game Launch
A battle arena style game 
built by the Stashh team.

Starshell
Mainnet Launch
A privacy-preserving, free 
and open-source Web3 
wallet built for the Secret & 
Cosmos ecosystems.

V-IRL
Ticketing DApp
A decentralized ticketing 
dApp powered by Secret 
NFTs.

Yoiu
Mainnet Launch
A gateway to future IDO's 
of tech startups, fueled by 
secret tokens

Q2 2023
ActiList
Mainnet Launch
Interactive NFT marketplace 
with secret auctions and 
customizable access 
control.

Fina
Debit Card
Fina VISA prepaid card 
allows you to connect with 
any wallet, top up with any 
cryptocurrency, through any 
crypto network.

Legendao
Mainnet Launch
The Legendao metaverse 
will launch, along with the 
$LGND token.

Packs
Mainnet Launch
A DAO platform that allows 
web3 teams to easily 
organize digital assets and 
make decisions together.

Serenity Shield
Mainnet Launch
A tool for backing up your 
seed phrase and other 
sensitive data, allowing 
recovery in an emergency 
event.

SCRT Labs
Private Storage
Decentralized on chain 
storage services API/
framework.

SCRT Labs
Threshold Wallet
A wallet enabling trustless 
and secure multiparty 
approvals of transactions

In Development
Launch Date TBA

ANKR
Mainnet Launch
Globally distributed, robust 
infrastructure for web3.

Cover
Mainnet Launch
Permissionless p2p 
borrowing with SecretNFTs 
as collateral

Legendao
Phase 2
The next stage of Legendao.

SCRT Labs
Casino
An on-chain randomness-
based casino gaming 
framework.

SecretDAO
Mainnet Launch
A privacy-preserving DAO 
tooling platform.

XP.NETWORK
Mainnet Launch
A cross-chain NFT bridge.


